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Project Narrative

Summary of project activities
We have made significant progress on supporting components of this project. These include:

- porting our Oracle-based address parsing tools to an ESRI ArcGIS 10 environment
- obtaining and parsing 3 statewide address sets that are the provide the preliminary master address files for communities
- further refining the methodology for semi-automated mapping of structure points
• completing the data model for the reconciliation of various geographic inputs
• assembling the parcel data for initial address assignment
• specifying the platforms and software environments for the field data collection

These efforts are all prerequisite to working with the organizations and communities identified in our proposal. We are, however, behind schedule due to several factors: 1) delay in obtaining data from the ARRA NE-LiDAR project –instead of a mostly automated solution for building point generation we will have to use a more manual solution, and 2) major organizational shift which has delayed the legal review and approval of the procurement vehicle for working with our cooperator organizations in the context of state procurement regulations

How inclusive is your effort?

We have been testing various aspects of the project work flow with a variety of representative (size, rural VS urban, quality of existing parcel data) communities. The effort will include work with both local and regional governments at various levels of technical capacity.

Next Steps

We will complete development of preliminary structure points with addresses for the remaining four of the seven communities in the project area. We will issue the RFQ for the various software applications to run on mobile devices.

Timeline

At this point we are 6 weeks or so behind where we hoped to be, but the next quarter should see significant progress. We are still hoping to complete the project by the end of the award period, June 30, 2011.

Attachments

Data model.
Data Model for Streets, Addresses, Buildings and Entry Points
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Each address must reference at least one of the feature datasets: parcels, building points or entry points.

=G= geographic relationship, e.g. building point lies within parcel or entry is in proximity to street segment